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(re)configuring a self 
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In a recentgath- 
m'ng of Jewish 
in te Ikc~l f i l k ,  
we were discuss- 
ing the domin- 
ant markers of 
"Jewishncss " 
that othm use to 
idmti5 "us. " I 
was reminrlrdof 
an experience 
from when Iwas 
first in C a d ,  
in which I men- 
tioned to a wo- 
man /had been 
working withfir 
some months 
that I was Jew- 
d. I remember 
stil her shock- 
her exclamation 
that "I must be 
lying, " that I 
couldn 'tpossibly 
be Jewish, I was 
aflcrag Brihh! 

Havinggrown up in a highly assimilatedjzmily, I ddid not 
know then how to respond to her. Some 15 years later, I 
continuc to grappk with what I do mean when I evoke the 
category "Jnuish *-what markm might (I want to) matter. 

Naming myself: an Ashkenazi Jew: deeply cognizant of 
how I am-and am not-figured within this identity: the 
child of a jewish mother and a jewish father; themselves 
children of jewish parents with jewish parents (at least I 
believe this to be so; there is not much of the telling of 
history in my family). This heritage accords to me an 
"authenticity" within dominant discourses of religious 
Judaism that I do not strive for; accords me an identity in 
which I do not find space for my(jewish)self. I live a 
secular largely non-ritualized life that is marked by my 
"being jewish" in ways 1 have only recently begun to 
comprehend-marked by my own desires in, and repre- 
sentations of, self as well as the meanings others make on 

and of me as an Ashkenazi Jew. 
In naming my self jewish, I search uneasily for markers 

that others might recognize (perhaps I might recognize): 
I do not live in a "Jewish neighbourhood" (but the Bloor 
Jewish Community Centre is a 15 minute walk away from 
my home); I am not part of a congregation or community 
(but I have some connection with other jews); I do not 
have a traditional European-Jewish look (but it's the 
1990s and I live in urban Canada); I do not speak with a 
particularly "North American Jewish" cadence to my 
voice (although more and more I find yiddish words and 
syntax slipping from my tongue); I do not have "the 
Jewish-Nose" (but I have a jewish nose)l; I am not 
conversant with Jewish traditions, rituals, ways of making 
sense (but I am always seeking the work ofjewish lesbians, 
jewish feminists. I am conversant with the writings of 
Adrienne Rich, Melanie KayeIKantrowitz, Irena Klepfisz, 
Sandra Butler, Leslea Newman, Elly Bulkin . . .). I did not 
grow up learning about my self as Jewish-assimilated 
nonidentity in middle class England-nor had I thought 
of myself as Jewish for most of my life (but I "came out" 
as a jewish lesbian, hand-in-hand, and I came to this self- 
naming Jewish in learning about the Shoah2). And now I 
am beginning to face the limitations of an identity I know 
through horror-with little sense of the joy it might (still) 
carry. 

Theauthor wishes to thank Lorir RotenbergandRogerSimon 
who have, dtferently, offered ways to think about what it 
might mean to be Jewish now. And thanks to the Mtj@sh 
Toronto members with whom Iam finding ways to enjoy it! 
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'1 have borrowed the form of this coupling from Ann 
Decter in an essay where she writes through some of the 
complexity of being jewish (father's lineage) and not- 
jewish (mother's lineage), articulating the doubleness of 
an identity in which she figures, differently, as "not 
Jewish" and "not-Jewish." 
 he Hebrew name for the Holocaust. 
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